1. Approve July 8, 2021 notes
   a. Moved by JT, second by KN, approved by all present
2. Vote to approve Wasley Farm draft letter for BoS drafted 9/01/2021
   a. KN question: letter Elizabeth wrote and letter sent to committee were different; changes made by RD (from “viable residence” to “building” and “could” instead of “should”); reason was “personal” to RD, as “no municipality should be a landlord”. If Elizabeth’s letter language remained, he would vote against approval. Wording change leads to difference of consideration of funding opportunity for the town to utilize the property via lease of house for residence. Clarity that this is RD’s personal opinion. Motion by JT, second by EC to approve the letter as RD sent to committee
   b. Letter tabled to discuss data as it is mentioned specifically in letter
3. Vote to send raw survey responses to BoS with the approved letter
   a. Data presented to the committee for tonight features twelve responses from one person. Final data for survey was ended in early June, after which one person entered these responses. Suggestions to take only responses from May 17 through July 5. The data is “catching the flavor in the room”, not a town vote, and thus the basis for recommendation for the BoS.
   b. Motion: “to pass this letter for BoS with raw data from May 17-July 5” by JT, second by NB, approved by all present
4. Adjourn
   a. With the vote to send this letter, survey, and raw data from Jocelyn at NW COG for the dates between May 17-July 5 2021, to be sent by Robert to committee and the select board before September 21, 2021, all future committee meetings will be posted as cancelled. This will be the last meeting of this committee.
   b. Motion to adjourn by EC, second by SP. Adjourned at 7:23